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Brand Name: Stanley
Model Number: 016011R

Model Name: 16" Portable Tool Box
Retail: $14.99

The STANLEY® 16” Portable Plastic Tool box has many convenient features that make it
easy to store, access, organize, and transport tools and parts. This lockable tool box has a
2.1 gallon storage capacity. The two lid organizers for small parts storage are accessible
without opening the tool box. It features a removable tray and built-in lock eye for small
locks that helps keep contents secure.

Brand Name: Stanley
Model Number: 019151M

Model Name: 18-1/4" " Portable Tool Box with Tote Tray
Retail: $19.99

Tool storage is made easy with the STANLEY 19" 2000 Series tool box. It has 2 lid
organizers for small parts storage that can be accessed without opening the lid as well as a
tote tray inside. The soft, wide rubber coated handle allows for an easy and comfortable
grip. It features nickel metal-plated latches and a built-in pad lock eye for small locks to
keep contents secure.

Brand Name: Stanley
Model Number: 024013S

Model Name: 24" Portable Tool Box with Tote Tray
Retail: $24.99

The STANLEY 24" Series 2000 tool box With Tray has 2 lid organizers for small parts
storage, accessible without opening the tool box. The soft, wide rubber coated handle
allows for an easy and comfortable grip. It features nickel-plated metal latches, a fulllength tote tray and a built-in pad lock eye for small locks to help keep contents secure.

Brand Name: Stanley
Model Number: 028001L

Model Name: 28" Fatmax Portable Tool Box
Retail: $38.99

Carry power tools, hand tools, gear, and other medium-to-large items in this heavy-duty
FATMAX® Structural Foam Water Resistant Tool Box. Structural foam consists of
thermoplastic resin and flake mica that increases structural durability. The 28" tool box also
features a soft-grip handle for comfortable carrying, a portable half tray and a patented
water-tight seal to protect your equipment. The V-groove with ruler on top of the lid holds
materials such as lumber and pipes in place for cutting. Made in the USA.

Brand Name: Stanley
Model Number: STST13011

Model Name: 12.5" Portable Tool Box
Retail: $13.99

Well-Engineered, thoughtfully designed and job-site tough, Stanley's 12.5" toolbox will
satisfy virtually any storage need. There are two lid organizers for small parts storage that
are accessible without opening the tool box. The soft, wide rubber coated handle allows for
an easy and comfortable grip. It features a built-in pad lock eye for small locks that helps
keep contents secure and a tote tray inside to store smaller items.

Brand Name: Stanley
Model Number: STST22656BK

Model Name: 26" 5-Drawer Tool Chest and Cabinet
Retail: $219.99

This 26-inch wide 5-Drawer Tool Chest & Cabinet is constructed of all-steel for strength
and durability. It has 30-pound load capacity, full-extension ball-bearing drawer slides, and
a keyed locking system with two external lock bars to safeguard tools. Its load rating is
300 pounds with four 3-inch x 1-inch casters, two of which lock and swivel. Hinged cover
supports hold the lid open, and a non-slip open weave top mat helps protect the cabinet
surface.

Brand Name: Stanley
Model Number: STST22742BK

Model Name: 26" 4-Drawer Rolling Tool Cabinet
Retail: $199.99

This 26-inch wide 4-Drawer Rolling Tool Cabinet is constructed of all-steel for strength and
durability. It has four 50-pound load capacity, full-extension ball-bearing drawer slides, and
a keyed internal locking system to safeguard tools. Plus, the non-slip open weave top mat
helps protect the cabinet surface. Its load rating is 500 pounds with four 4-inch x 2-inch
casters, two of which lock and swivel.

Brand Name: Stanley
Model Number:

STST22744BK-22655BK

Model Name: 26" 5-Drawer Tool Chest & 26" 4-Drawer Rolling Tool
Cabinet
Retail: $524.99

Chest and cabinet are constructed of double-wall steel for strength and durability. All 9
drawers have 85-pound load capacity, full-extension ball-bearing drawer slides, and a
keyed internal locking system to safeguard tools. Gas struts also provide easy lid opening
and closing. Plus, two recessed side handles provide lifting capabilities. Cabinet has a load
rating is 650 pounds with four 4.5-inch x 1.5-inch casters, two of which lock and swivel.
Included is a non-slip open weave top mat to help protect the cabinet surface.

Brand Name: Stanley
Model Number:

STST22753BK-22655BK

Model Name: 26" 5-Drawer Tool Chest & 26" 5-Drawer Rolling Tool
Cabinet
Retail: $512.99

Chest and cabinet are constructed of double-wall steel for strength and durability. All 10
drawers have 85-pound load capacity, full-extension ball-bearing drawer slides, and a
keyed internal locking system to safeguard tools. Gas struts also provide easy lid opening
and closing. Plus, two recessed side handles provide lifting capabilities. Cabinet has a load
rating is 650 pounds with four 4.5-inch x 1.5-inch casters, two of which lock and swivel.
Included is a non-slip open weave top mat to help protect the cabinet surface.

Brand Name: Stanley
Model Number: STST23151BK

Model Name: 31" 5-Drawer Mobile Workbench
Retail: $262.99

Constructed of all-steel for strength and durability. Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF) work
surface is removable and reversible, along with five 50-pound load capacity, full-extension
ball-bearing drawer slides and a keyed internal locking system to safeguard tools. Load
rating is 500 pounds with four 4-inch x 2-inch casters, two of which lock and swivel.
Features a molded top with a power tool holster and compartments to organize small
parts, screwdriver storage along the back for holding tools in an upright position and a
power strip with three outlets.

